
Britten Third Suite for Cello op.87 

I Introduzione: Lento 

II Marcia: Allegro 

III Canto: Con Moto 

IV  Barcarola: Lento 

V Dialogo: Allegretto 

VI Fuga: Andante espressivo 

VII Recitativo: Fantastico 

VIII Moto perpetuo: Presto 

IX Passacaglia: Lento solenne 

Duration 22 minutes 

The third suite was composed in Aldeburgh February 23-March 3rd. It was taken and given by Britten 

as a gift to Rostropovich in April 1971. The first performance was given by Rostropovich at The 

Maltings, Snape on 21st December 1974. Rostropovich never recorded this suite as it was too painful 

for him after Britten died which was not that long after this, in 1976. 

“As a tribute to a great Russian musician and patriot I based this suite on Russian themes: the first 

three tunes were taken from Tchaikovsky’s volumes of folk-song arrangements; the fourth, the 

“Kontakion” (Hymn for the Departed) from the English Hymnal.  

The Suite uses “hidden variations” as a Structure. Each movement uses the folk songs and embeds 

them as “variations” as a structural device. They are often well hidden and we don’t hear them in 

their original form until the end of the work. There are nine movements of very different characters 

before we hear the folk songs themselves at the end of the work. 

I Lento (introduzione) 

Pedal C  pizzicato- an ominous sound, perhaps a church bell symbolizing death. “Parlando” is given 

as the musical instruction. Could we be in the Russian orthodox church, hearing chanting? The shape 

of melody is the same as in the final folk song “Grant repose together with the saints” (a tone lower).  

II Allegro (marcia) 

This uses an ascending spicatto motive as a builder to the main theme that appears in bar 4 and is 

taken from “The Grey Eagle” folk tune, using elements/impressions of its rhythm and melodic shape. 

The ascending, crescendoing opening uses the discordant diminished 5th interval (and semitone 

descent) to create a motive spanning 2 octaves that builds to the main theme. 

III Con moto (canto) 

p dolciss, legato  

A lyrical, singing movement. We first heard fragments of the meloday at the end of the Marcia. The 

melody follows shape of Mournful song (Under the little apple tree) 

 



IV Lento (barcarola) 

Pp tranquillo 

Boat like, waves, crescendos up and down. A sense of calm. The opening is reminiscent of Bach Suite 

no 1 in G major. 

V Allegretto (dialogo) 

A dialogue between the two contrasting themes 

Theme A grotesco ff, a lilting, skip rhythm 

Theme B- played pizzicato, solenne p, from the final folk song “Grant repose together with the 

saints”.  

VI Andante espressivo (fuga) 

Theme from “Mournful song, Under the little apple tree” 

Four statements of the theme. Each becomes more complex, adding counterpoint so the solos cello 

plays several voices at a time. 

VII Fantastico (recitativo) 

“Fantastico”- perhaps this could be about a wizard and spells? 

Rectitative- narration/thoughts/smoke signals/gesture/fragments 

The space in between the notes is as important as the notes here, lots of pauses. Physical space 

where this is played could be important. Resonance, setting of atmosphere (church/religious space, 

contemplative/meditative) 

VIII Presto (moto perpetuo) 

A very fast movement that features a dialogue between jumping about thirds (creeping third pattern 

as if climbing up a wall) and chromatic meanderings. 

A particular sound world of the imagination, progressing naturally on from Fantastico 

IX Lento solenne (passacaglia) 

What is a passacaglia?   

• 1620s – from Frescobaldi on, it became a form that was continuous variations over a bass, 

then in the 19th Century variations over an ostinato pattern, usually of a serious character 

A low bass theme, of only 4 pitches, runs throughout the movement, with a contrasting 

“dialogue/counterpoint” part. The bass theme anchors the movement and the polarity/expressive 

force of the other material is highlighted by using this device. Britten made frequent use of the 

passacaglia form, and the best known instance is in his Opera “Peter Grimes” where a Passacaglia 

features as one of the musical interludes. 

An intense movement, solemn and expressive. A dirge, death and/or mourning from the low theme. 

Contrasting dolce second theme with wider intervals. 

Folk tunes – these continue on from the ninth movement rather than being given their own movent. 



1. Mournful song (Under the little apple tree) 

Modal d minor  

 

2. Autumn 

vivace, D major 

 

3. Street song (The grey eagle) 

pesante 

 

4. Grant repose together with the saints  

The most substantial of the folk tunes, the “hymn for the departed” or the “Kontakion”, a 

Byzantine chant for the dead from the Russian Orthodox liturgy 

 

 

Elegy by Carl Davis 

Helen Godbolt Cello 

Mary Harris Piano 

Lizzie- cameo apperance 

This piece was written to form part of a collection that 8 contemporary composers were asked to 

contribute to for the cellist Steven Isserlis. The collection was published as “Unbeaten Tracks” in 

2000. 

This is what composer Carl Davis says about this piece, “ The cello is one of the most expressive and 

warm instruments in all music. Played with proper feeling and understanding it can move you to 

tears. The “Elegy” tries to use the cello for its ability to play long lines and to simply pour out sound. 

Imagine the piano is a guitar and that you’re on holiday in the Mediterranean….” 

 

 

 

 


